
6 The Courtyard Tincleton



For Sale |3 bedrooms | 2 bathrooms

• Charming 3 Storey Converted House

• Spacious and Versatile Accommodation

• 3 Bedrooms

• Extensive Communal Gardens with Outstanding Views

Description
6 The Courtyard is set in the grounds of Clyffe House, an imposing 
building, originally constructed as a single dwelling in 1842. The 
building is Grade II listed and is located in the beautiful village of 
Tincleton.  The name Tincleton comes from “Tin la Ton” or “farm in 
a valley” and is indicative of the geographic position of this village, 
nestling in a river valley in the heart of a thriving community.  The 
property is 5 miles away from the historic County Town of Dorchester 
which provides excellent transport links to London and the rest of the 
South West of England.

The property is approached by a long, sweeping driveway and is 
located in a private courtyard setting. This charming house oozes 
character with exposed beams and leaded light windows. The 
generous sized and versatile accommodation is spread over 3 floors.  
The ground and first floors both have large living areas which could be 
rearranged to provide modern open plan living.  The 3 bedrooms and 
bathroom are situated on the third floor which also provides plenty of 
storage space with the built-in cupboards on the landing. There is also 
a shower room on the ground floor. This charming property is ready 
for the next owner to put their own stamp on and make most of the 
space and character

6 The Courtyard is situated in a beautiful tranquil location, the well-
stocked and extensive communal gardens, which are perfectly sited to 
enjoy outstanding views across the Dorset countryside.  The property 
also benefits from a large garage which is set in a block, a parking 
space adjacent to the property and visitors parking.

Viewing highly recommended to avoid disappointment.

Delightful Period Property in grounds of Clyffe House
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